Classical molecular dynamics simulations have been used to explore the phase diagrams for a family of attractive-repulsive soft-core Gay-Berne models [R. Berardi, C. Zannoni, J. S. Lintuvuori, and M. R. Wilson, J. Chem. Phys. 131, 174107 (2009)] and determine the effect of particle softness, i.e., of a moderately repulsive short-range interaction, on the order parameters and phase behaviour of model systems of uniaxial and biaxial ellipsoidal particles. We have found that isotropic, uniaxial, and biaxial nematic and smectic phases are obtained for the model. Extensive calculations of the nematic region of the phase diagram show that endowing mesogenic particles with such soft repulsive interactions affect the stability range of the nematic phases, and in the case of phase biaxiality it also shifts it to lower temperatures. For colloidal particles, stabilised by surface functionalisation, (e.g., with polymer chains), we suggest that it should be possible to tune liquid crystal behaviour to increase the range of stability of uniaxial and biaxial phases (by varying solvent quality). We calculate second virial coefficients and show that they are a useful means of characterising the change in effective softness for such systems. For thermotropic liquid crystals, the introduction of softness in the interactions between mesogens with overall biaxial shape (e.g., through appropriate conformational flexibility) could provide a pathway for the actual chemical synthesis of stable room-temperature biaxial nematics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several families of complex liquid crystal systems, formed by large biomolecules, polymers or colloidal nanoparticles, exhibit a high degree of conformational flexibility. This allows for a significant amount of interpenetration of the molecular surfaces of the mesogenic species on close approach. In such cases, particle interactions cannot be properly represented by the standard repulsive interactions commonly used for rigid bodies. A short (and incomplete) list of these systems includes a class of biaxial nematic mesogens, 1, 2 ultrasoft anisotropic colloidal systems (such as star polymers 3 ), hydrogel nanoparticles, 4 soft microgels, 5 deformable colloidal particles, 6 dendrimers, 7 self-assembling protein clusters, 8 anisotropic nanoparticles with shape-memory, 9 and semiflexible viruses. 10 The complexity of these systems currently defies detailed atomistic study but, from the point of view of their pair interactions, particles can be modelled at the simplest level by replacing the complete impenetrability of hard interactions 11 by weak short-range ("soft ") repulsions. Here, a "soft " interaction potential mimics a soft molecular surface, allowing partial overlap of individual mesogenic species when closely packed.
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since it can help proper equilibration and formation of complex structures, avoiding "kinetic locking" of partially organised molecular structures. With this in mind, soft spherocylinders have recently been exploited, with a combination of soft and harder building blocks, for the simulation of dendrimers and polyphilic systems. [12] [13] [14] [15] Strings of soft repulsive ellipsoids have also been used for modelling liquid crystals and their rheological properties. 16, 17 Quite independently Allen and collaborators 18 have used another soft repulsive ellipsoid variant to study colloidal particles in liquid crystals, and nematic-isotropic interfaces. 19 Soft Gaussiancore repulsive ellipsoids potentials, forming various crystal structures as well as smectics and nematics, have also been proposed by Prestipino and Saija, 20, 21 and Nikoubashman and Likos. 22 For a variety of systems, attractive interactions cannot be neglected and the Gay-Berne (GB) potential in its uniaxial 23 or biaxial form 24, 25 currently represents the de-facto standard attractive-repulsive molecular resolution model for the computer simulation of liquid crystals and self-assembling anisotropic materials 11, 26, 27 (see Ref. 28 for a review of the current Gaussian overlap and generalised GB potentials). We have recently proposed a soft-core (SC) version 29 of the general biaxial GB potential, where both the attractive and repulsive parts are maintained, while the steepness of the repulsive part of the potential can be varied. A preliminary investigation has shown that the potential can still form nematics and smectics, and when coupled with Hamiltonian replica exchange, can provide a considerable speed up in computer simulations. This soft-core GB potential has recently proved to be invaluable in the simulation of main chain liquid crystal swollen elastomers, 30 where equilibration of conventional models is very difficult.
When introducing a new feature (such as softness) in a known potential, a key problem is understanding how the changes to the potential affect the phases that can be obtained. In the current paper we present a molecular dynamics computer simulation study, which explores the isotropic, nematic, and marginally the smectic regions of the phase diagrams for uniaxial and biaxial ellipsoids with various degrees of softness, and also examines the effect of SC repulsions on mesogenic properties. In particular, since off-lattice hard-core models provide a good description of the entropic contribution to liquid crystalline behaviour, we have studied how the weakening of this repulsive contribution combines with anisotropic attractions towards the stabilisation of thermotropic mesogenic fluid phases, especially the uniaxial and the biaxial nematics.
A key quantity in estimating the relative importance of the attractive and repulsive contributions to the pair potential is the second virial coefficient B 2 .
31, 32 For protein and colloidal suspensions, this is particularly valuable because B 2 has been used to identify the range of conditions (leading to the right balance of attractions and repulsions) favourable for protein crystallisation as discussed by George and Wilson. 31 As B 2 is experimentally measurable, 33 and since the softness can in principle be tuned by appropriate coating of a colloidal nanoparticle with polymer chains (or other surface treatments), it is important to relate phase behaviour to B 2 . This was achieved by Vliegenthart and Lekkerkerker 32 for simple spherical Lennard-Jones particles either of the standard 6-12 type or with the modified shorter range 18-36 form, with the results related to the earlier George and Wilson suggestions for proteins. Here we calculated numerically B 2 for the various potentials considered.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in Sec. II we provide the technical details of the computer simulations; in Secs. III A and III B we discuss the molecular dynamics and second virial results for uniaxial and biaxial SC ellipsoidal models, respectively, and compare them with those from the standard GB potential. 34, 35 Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. SOFT-CORE MODEL AND COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
The potential used in this work is a soft-core (GBSC) version 29 of the standard GB model, [23] [24] [25] which describes the anisotropic and heterogeneous interaction between uniaxial and biaxial ellipsoidal particles. The SC variant of this potential has been obtained by replacing the steep repulsive branch of the U GB energy with a constant-slope U SC surface (see Figure 1) , and smoothly seaming the two functional forms with a sigmoidal switching function
where r is the centre-centre distance, and ω ≡ (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω r ) stands, respectively, for the set of orientations (e.g., Euler an- gles, quaternions, cartesian matrices, . . .) of particles 1 and 2, and of the intermolecular vector r. Particle-particle separations and energies are measured in σ 0 and 0 units. The GB interaction between two ellipsoidal particles is written as [23] [24] [25] 
with u(r, ω) = σ c /(r − σ (ω) + σ c ). The shape σ (ω) and the interaction (ω) terms control the anisotropic contact distance and potential wells. The SC repulsive energy has a linear dependence on the particle-particle separation
where σ (ω) is the anisotropic contact term of the GB potential. The sigmoidal seaming function is
where the parameter k defines the steepness of the logistic function at its inflection point. The GB and SC surfaces are smoothly seamed along the locus r = σ (ω), U GB (r, ω) = 0 where the GB energy changes sign. This choice has two advantages: one physical, the other computational. The first one is that mesogenic properties (arising from the specific attractive-repulsive GB energy surface) are not greatly impaired if the softness is not very large compared to the original r −12 repulsive branch of the standard GB potential. The second one is that the SC energy term can be efficiently determined using quantities already computed for the evaluation of U GB (r, ω). Using this approach the GBSC potential can model either relatively soft particles that still do not interpenetrate (i.e., for temperatures giving liquid phases, this is effectively equivalent to having a vertical asymptote for r − σ (ω) + σ c = 0), or very soft particles that can strongly overlap. Further details on the computation of energies, forces, and torques for the GBSC potential can be found elsewhere. 29, 36, 37 Here, we concentrate on the physical properties of this coarse-grained model and deploy classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to assess the general effects of softness on the mesogenic properties of uniaxial and biaxial GBSC ellipsoids. The emphasis of this computer simulation work is on trends, so we study a large number of state points using relatively small samples and aim to locate phase transitions from changes of order parameters, radial correlation function, and visual inspection of the samples rather than from explicit free energy calculations. The latter one is indeed still quite demanding, even if we note some recent progress in this area. [38] [39] [40] Classical MD simulations of N = 1024 particles have been performed with constant number of particles N , volume V , and temperature T , using a cubic box with periodic boundaries at dimensionless number density ρ * ≡ (N/V ) σ We have considered elongated Gay-Berne ellipsoids with two parametrisations (but same volume), which have been studied in the past in standard GB form: namely, uniaxial 34 (with σ x = σ y = 1 σ 0 , σ z = 3 σ 0 , and x = y = 1 0 , z = 0.2 0 ) and biaxial 35 (with σ x = 1.4 σ 0 , σ y = 0.714 σ 0 , σ z = 3 σ 0 , and
. For both parametrisations the GB empirical tuning exponents μ, ν were μ = 1 and ν = 3. These models of thermotropic calamitic mesogens give isotropic, nematic, and smectic phases. The repulsive SC surfaces considered in this work are shown in Figure 1 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
Before going into the details of our results for uniaxial and biaxial particles, we note that we have identified the isotropic-nematic (I-N) transition temperature as that of the state point with mean order parameter R 
A. Uniaxial particles
The first family of SC systems considered are those based on a standard uniaxial GB model showing isotropic, nematic, and smectic phases. 34 These simulations allow us to study the effect of softness in an ellipsoidal GBSC model, as tuned by changing the slope m of the repulsive part of the potential (see Figure 1 ), on the capability of forming anisotropic ordered fluid phases by spontaneously aligning the principal molecular axis. Surprisingly, a small degree of softness (m = −100 0 σ Comparing these MD simulation results with those for the standard core GB potential we see that, as the potential softness increases, the number of thermally accessible states with positive energies grows also, especially for T /T IN ≥ 1; leading to the mean potential energies becoming positive at high temperatures. As a consequence of this, all SC models have energies higher than the corresponding one for the standard GB model. The average dimensionless energy per particle U / 0 plotted for the various parametrisation against the reduced temperature (see Figure 2 (a)) does not exhibit significant discontinuities across the temperature range, and the spontaneous ordering transitions appear to be either very weakly first order (or even of second order character).
The corresponding plot for the dimensionless pressure (Figure 2(b) ) shows that the moderately SC models systematically exhibit a higher P (σ behaviour in the pressure with respect to the standard case can be interpreted by considering the net balance in the virial between two competing effects: the profile of the GBSC potential for distances smaller than the seaming point, and the increasing number of thermally accessible low repulsive energy states in the liquid region of the phase diagram. A feature common to all parameterisations studied is that in the seaming region the GBSC potential energy is slightly steeper than the standard GB model, and this accounts for slightly (approximately 5% -10%) stronger repulsions before the force drops to the constant SC value. In addition to that, for the uniaxial models with m = −100 0 σ and larger values, the r < σ(ω) region becomes progressively more populated, but since this is accompanied at the same time by a large increase in the number of thermally accessible low repulsive energy states the combined effect is that of lowering the virial contribution to the pressure with respect to the standard GB model.
The compressibility factor Z = P /(ρk B T ) (Figure 2 , and −60 show two different regions across the temperature range and give a smaller compressibility factor in the isotropic and low-ordered nematic range, while in the highly ordered nematic and smectic phases P /(ρk B T ) become larger than the standard model. We also notice that for the SC systems the compressibility factor profiles have both a weaker temperature dependence and a similar shape, while being approximately parallel to each other. The change in balance between attractive and repulsive interactions, is in turn manifested by a change in the second virial coefficient B 2 as a function of temperature
where the first particle is kept fixed in the origin, and V ω = 16π 2 for uniaxial particles and V ω = 32π 3 for biaxial ones. A positive (or negative) B 2 indicates a dominance of repulsive (or attractive) interactions. We recall that in thermodynamic terms B 2 represents deviations from ideality in a gas resulting from pair interactions: P V /(RT ) = 1 + B 2 (T )/V . However, B 2 also plays a key role in colloidal suspensions 47 and polymer solutions. Here, 48 the osmotic pressure can be expanded in terms of concentration with B 2 identified as the second osmotic virial coefficient. In this work, we have evaluated B 2 via integration using Eq. (5) for our soft Gay-Berne potential (Figure 2(d) ). Integrals over the orientations have been computed using 32 Gauss-Legendre points for each angular dimension. The introduction of a small degree of softness (m/( 0 σ −1 0 ) = −100, −80, and −60) is clearly reflected in an increase in B 2 , corresponding to a net repulsion integrated over angles, which in our case provides a rationale for the increase in stability of nematic phases for these potentials in comparison to the standard GB potential. Conversely, the softer variants of the GBSC potential have consistently smaller values of B 2 than seen for the standard Gay-Berne.
A more pronounced effect of softness was found for the average uniaxial orientational order parameter R The position of the first maximum of the radial correlation function, g(r) for nematic phases of standard and GBSC ellipsoids with similar orientational order parameter R 2 00 ≈ 0.8 (see Figure 4) is practically unaffected by the particle softness, while the second maximum shows a small shift towards larger separations. Correspondingly, the height of the maxima is lowered as m increases and the longer range structure in the fluid is smoothed out. The principal effect of softness on the radial correlation function appears to be the progressive population of the short-distance range corresponding to extensive particles interpenetration. However, only pairs of ellipsoids with large m populate the bins of g(r) with r σ 0 (i.e., only the softest particles may have significant overlap). The two insets in Figure 4 show that particle softness does not determine significant changes, with respect to the standard model, in the radial distribution functions parallel to the director g(r ). This is also the case for the perpendicular ones g(r ⊥ ) apart for a modest population increase in the r σ 0 bins. In summary, these MD simulation results suggest that there are two competing effects with opposite influence on the mesogenic properties of elongated GBSC ellipsoids: (a) the softness allows an easier (lower energy) anisotropic close packing into mesogenic structures; and (b) the softness also mellows the effective anisotropy of the GBSC potential by widening the potential energy surface accessible at any given k B T . These features affect the phase diagrams for all SC parametrisations studied in this work (see Figure 5) , like the N sample of Figure 6 , with R tuned to either widen or narrow the nematic temperature range by means of producing both kind of order enhancing or order depressing effects, or even to closely match the mesogenic properties of the standard core GB model. We therefore predict that for surface-stabilised colloidal particles, with solvent responsive surface treatments (such as polymer brushes), it should be possible to both stabilise or destabilise nematic phase formation, simply by choice of appropriate solvent conditions.
B. Biaxial particles
Biaxial GB ellipsoids allow for the tendency of molecules to align along two mutually perpendicular axes, one of which may become a macroscopic secondary director for a nematic or smectic phase. (Although biaxial is the normal term employed in soft matter physics, accordingly to the standard crystallographic terminology, such a macroscopically biaxial phase would actually be called triaxial.) To this purpose, we have simulated a second family of GBSC particles based on standard biaxial GB ellipsoids showing isotropic, nematic, biaxial nematic, and biaxial smectic phases (described in Ref. 35 ). The general thermodynamic behaviour of these systems of biaxial GBSC ellipsoids resembles that of the uniaxial ones discussed previously. As seen with uniaxial molecules, a small softening of the potential shifts the I-N equilibrium to higher temperatures (29% and 11% for m = −100 0 σ 0 does not form a nematic phase upon cooling, so these results have not been included here.) As a general trend we see that the specific behaviour of these model biaxial mesogens changes with softness and is subtly different from what observed in the uniaxial case (see supplementary material 46 ). All average dimensionless energies U / 0 in the isotropic and nematic phases are higher than those for the standard GB model, and they are not overlapped (see Figure 7 The effect of softness on the temperature dependence of the order parameters is particularly interesting. We see that for a given T /T IN the values of R 2 0,0 have trends similar to those observed for the uniaxial models both with respect to dimensionless (see Figure 8 (a)) and reduced (see Figure 8(b) ) temperature. In the latter plot we see that the order parameter profiles for the various m are not superimposable within statistical uncertainty of the average values.
The plot of the biaxial order parameter
, where m, and l are the secondary directors, and x i , y i are the transverse molecular axes, shows (see Figure 8 A summary of the properties of these biaxial GBSC systems can be extracted from the phase diagrams of Figure 9 . We find that particle softness provides a high degree of tuning for a thermotropic biaxial nematic phase: taking the parent GB model as reference, the particle softness can extend the stability of the N b phase to lower temperatures, widen or narrow the biaxial nematic range (Figure 9 ), or even provide larger values of the R It is interesting to note that until quite recent studies 1 it has proved extremely difficult to obtain low molecular weight thermotropic mesogens which exhibit biaxial phases, 49 while such phases have been observed for some time in lyotropic systems. 50 It seems possible that the softness of the typical pair potential seen for the latter, and the subsequent extension of the range of biaxial stability (as seen in this work) is a contributing factor to this. We therefore suggest that the introduction of softness, in the form of conformational flexibility, may be a way to promote biaxiality in low molecular weight thermotropic systems.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have determined by MD computer simulations the phase diagrams of two families of uniaxial and biaxial softcore ellipsoids interacting with a modified anisotropic GB pair potential. These potentials can be considered as appropriate coarse-grained models for a number of systems: very flexible mesogens such as multipodes 1 or dendrimers (where conformational flexibility allows for significant interpenetration of the "molecular envelopes"); or soft colloidal mesogenic particles or star polymers.
The MD simulation results show how particle softness affects the mesogenic behaviour by stabilising (moderate degree of softness) or destabilising (large degree of softness) the mesogenic properties, and also by shifting the temperature of the ordering transitions. This effect is particularly pronounced for biaxial particles, and as an important new result we have found that a moderate particle softness actually strongly stabilises low-temperature biaxial nematic organisation against the formation of smectic or crystal phases. Such an effect has been seen in experimental reports of the formation of a low temperature biaxial nematic in a class of flexible siloxane tetrapodes. 1 For systems of colloidal particles stabilised by surface treatment, particle softness can often be made to be highly sensitive to the quality of the solvent. Such systems would provide an interesting experimental test of the predictions made here, and may well lead to solvent tunable biaxial phases. For thermotropics, this work points to the possibility of using semi-flexible (possibly deformable) mesogens, which can form soft particles with a biaxial shape. Such systems, may prove to be another possible architecture for designing room temperature thermotropic biaxial nematics.
Finally, we note that anisotropic soft-core potentials, such as the ones studied in this work, are likely to have a wide range of future potential applications in soft matter physics. In systems as diverse as colloids, star polymers, soft deformable nanoparticles, liquid crystals and microgels, particle softness can play a key role in determining self-assembling and physical properties.
